STUDENT A

PART 1
1. Describe your photo to your partner for 1 minute
2. Listen to your partner’s description
3. Think of three differences between the photos

4. Now look at your photos. Identify 2 differences each. Use CONNECTORS:
   Firstly   However   Moreover
   Secondly  On the other Hand  Furthermore
   Finally   Whereas   In addition

PART 2
Discuss these questions with your partner
1. Why is fashion important for the people in your photo?
2. Do you enjoy shopping? Why/Why not?
3. Can you remember something that used to be fashionable when you were younger but isn’t anymore?
4. What is fashionable nowadays?
5. What are the advantages of being a fashion model?
6. Do you think that students should wear uniforms at school? Why / why not?

STUDENT B

PART 1
1. Listen to your partner’s description
2. Describe your photo to your partner for 1 minute
3. Think of three differences between the photos

4. Now look at your photos. Identify 2 differences each. Use CONNECTORS:
   Firstly   However   Moreover
   Secondly  On the other Hand  Furthermore
   Finally   Whereas   In addition

PART 2
Discuss these questions with your partner
1. Why is fashion important for the people in your photo?
2. Do you prefer shopping on your own or with other people? Why?
3. How is today’s fashion different to the previous generation’s?
4. What do you think of fashion magazines?
5. What are the disadvantages of being a fashion model?
6. What do you think is the future of fashion?